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We predict that the efficiency of the optical phase conjugation generation can be enhanced by more than four
orders of magnitude in axs3d nonlinear superlattice, as compared with that in a homogeneous nonlinear
medium of the same sample thickness andxs3d nonlinearity. Such an effective enhancement utilizes the local-
ized properties of the fields inside the sample at the band-edge state, gap-soliton state, or defect state. Due to
the presence of feedback mechanism at each interface of a superlattice, we also predict that the phase conju-
gation can still be effectively generated when only one pump wave is used.
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Photonic crystals have been under intensive studies over
the past decade[1]. Since a photonic crystal can possess
spectral gaps for frequencies in which light cannot propa-
gate, it makes the control and manipulation of light propaga-
tion possible and can have vast implications in both quantum
optics and optical devices. To employ the high-technology
potential of photonic crystals, it has been recently turned to
nonlinear photonic crystals[2]. In a xs2d nonlinear photonic
crystal the efficiency of the second-harmonic or sum-
frequency generation can be enhanced significantly by use of
the simultaneous availability of field localization and phase-
matching condition near the band edge[3]. In a xs3d nonlin-
ear photonic crystal, previous studies have been focused on
the effects related to the refractive-index change caused by
the light intensity via Kerr effect. For example, by changing
the light intensity at a frequency in the pass band the dy-
namical tunability of the photonic band gap can be realized
[4]. For frequency inside the gap, the formation of gap soli-
tons has been demonstrated[5–9]. Furthermore, the optical
bistability near the band edge[10,11], the gap soliton[5,9],
or the defect mode[12] in finite-sizedxs3d nonlinear photonic
crystals has been investigated. However, how to utilize the
properties of strong field localization of the gap soliton or
defect mode to enhance thexs3d-related nonlinear optical ef-
fects, such as the optical phase conjugation(PC), has never
been explored before. As it is known, the optical PC is an
important subject in nonlinear optics[13], because it has
many applications such as optical signal processing, wave-
front correction, etc. However, due to the very small value of
xs3d, the PC generation efficiency is usually very low in the
conventional homogeneous media, which greatly limits its
practical applications. In this paper, we demonstrate that the
efficiency of PC generation can be enhanced by several or-
ders of magnitude in a superlattice by utilizing the field lo-
calization near its band-edge, gap-soliton, or defect states.
Due to the presence of feedback mechanism at each interface
of a superlattice, we also demonstrate that the PC can still be
effectively generated when only one pump wave is used.

Consider optical PC in a 1D nonlinear superlattice shown
in Fig. 1. In this geometry, the lossless nonlinear superlattice
composes ofN unit cells. One layer in each unit cell is linear,
with the refractive indexn0 and widthl1. The other layer is
nonlinear, characterized by the usual, weak-field refractive

index n and a third-order nonlinear susceptibilityxs3d. The
width of the nonlinear layer isl2. The superlattice is illumi-

nated by two counterpropagating pump wavesẼ1 and Ẽ2

normal to the surface of the superlattice and by a signal wave

Ẽ3 incident upon the superlattice with an incident angleu0.
As a result of the nonlinear coupling between these waves, a

new waveẼ4 is created that counterpropagates to the signal

waveẼ3. In addition, because of reflections at each interface
of two layers, in each layer, there appear two additional

wavesẼ5 andẼ6, which are the mirror reflections ofẼ4 and

Ẽ3, respectively. For simplicity, all waves are assumed to be
s polarized.

We represent the six interacting waves by

ẼjsrW,td = EjsrWdexps− ivtd + c.c.

= AjsrWdexpfiskW j · rW − vtdg + c.c. s1d

The total field amplitude within one nonlinear layer is given
by E=o j=1

6 Ej. This field E produces a nonlinear polarization
within the layer, which is given byP=3xs3dE2E* . By consid-
ering only terms that have the same transverse momentum,
we arrive the following nonlinear polarizations for each
field:

FIG. 1. Geometry for PC in a 1D photonic crystal withxs3d

nonlinearity.E1 andE2 are input pump waves,E3 is the input signal
wave, andE4 is the generated PC wave.
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Pa = 3xs3dHSuE1 + E2u2 + 2o
j=3

6

uEju2DEa

+ f2E3E4 + 2E5E6gEb
*J , s2ad

Pa8 = 3xs3dHS2uE1 + E2u2 + 2o
j=3

6

uEju2 − uEa8u
2DEa8

+ fsE1 + E2d2 + 2E5E6gEb8
* J , s2bd

Pa9 = 3xs3dHS2uE1 + E2u2 + 2o
j=3

6

uEju2 − uEa9u
2DEa9

+ fsE1 + E2d2 + 2E3E4gEb9
* J , s2cd

wherea, b=1 or 2saÞbd, a8, b8=3 or 4sa8Þb8d, anda9,
b9=5 or 6sa9Þb9d. By substituting Eqs.(1) and (2) into

¹2Ẽj −
«

c2

]2Ẽj

] t2
=

4p

c2

]2

] t2
P̃j

and making the slowly varying amplitude approximation
f13g, we then have

dAa

dz
= ikaAa + ika8Aa+1

* sa = 1,3,5d, s3ad

dAb

dz
= − ikbAb − ikb8Ab−1

* sb = 2,4,6d. s3bd

Here

k1 = k2 =
6pv

nc
xs3dSuE1 + E2u2 + 2o

j=3

6

uEju2D ,

ka =
6pv

nc cosu
xs3dS2uE1 + E2u2 + 2o

j=3

6

uEju2 − uEau2D
sa = 3,4,5,6d,

k18 = k28 =
12pv

nc
xs3dfE3E4 + E5E6g,

k38 = k48 =
6pv

nc cosu
xs3dfsE1 + E2d2 + 2E5E6g,

k58 = k68 =
6pv

nc cosu
xs3dfsE1 + E2d2 + 2E3E4g,

where u is the propagation angle ofE3 in the sample. In
order to solve above equations, we divide each nonlinear
layer intoM sublayers and assume the values ofk j andk j8 in
each sublayer to be constantsf14g. In our calculationM is
taken so that a convergent result is reached. Solving Eq.s3d
in each sublayer and using the continuity of bothE and H
si.e., the derivative ofEd at the interface of two sublayers, we
finally obtain the following relations:

3
E1sls,id
E2sls,id
E1

*sls,id
E2

*sls,id
4

ss,id

=uss,id3
E1sls,i−1d
E2sls,i−1d
E1

*sls,i−1d
E2

*sls,i−1d
4

ss,i−1d

,

uss,id =
1

23
u11s1 + bd u11s1 − bd u13s1 − bd u13s1 + bd
u11

* s1 − bd u11
* s1 + bd u23s1 + bd u23s1 − bd

u13
* s1 − bd u13

* s1 + bd u11
* s1 + bd u11

* s1 − bd
u23

* s1 + bd u23
* s1 − bd u11s1 − bd u11s1 + bd

4 ,

3
E3sls,id
E4sls,id
E3

*sls,id
E4

*sls,id
E5sls,id
E6sls,id
E5

*sls,id
E6

*sls,id

4
ss,id

=nss,id3
E3sls,i−1d
E4sls,i−1d
E3

*sls,i−1d
E4

*sls,i−1d
E5sls,i−1d
E6sls,i−1d
E5

*sls,i−1d
E6

*sls,i−1d

4
ss,i−1d

,
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nss,id =
1

23
n11s1 + ad 0 0 n14s1 + ad 0 n11s1 − ad n14s1 − ad 0

0 n22s1 + ad n23s1 + ad 0 n22s1 − ad 0 0 n23s1 − ad
0 n32s1 + ad n11

* s1 + ad 0 n32s1 − ad 0 0 n11
* s1 − ad

n23
* s1 + ad 0 0 n22

* s1 + ad 0 n23
* s1 − ad n22

* s1 − ad 0

0 n52s1 − ad n53s1 − ad 0 n52s1 + ad 0 0 n53s1 + ad
n61s1 − ad 0 0 n64s1 − ad 0 n61s1 + ad n64s1 + ad 0

n71s1 − ad 0 0 n52
* s1 − ad 0 n71s1 + ad n52

* s1 + ad 0

0 n64
* s1 − ad n61

* s1 − ad 0 n64
* s1 + ad 0 0 n61

* s1 + ad

4 ,

wherels,i is the width of the sublayeri in the sth layer,

a =
nss,i−1dcosuss,i−1d

nss,idcosuss,id ,

b =
nss,i−1d

nss,id , u11 = scosd18de
id1,

u13 = i
uk18u
k18

* ssin d18de
id1, u23 = − i

k18

uk18u
ssin d18de

−id1,

n11 = scosd38de
id3, n14 = i

uk38u
k38

* ssin d38de
id3,

n22 = scosd38de
−id4, n23 = − i

k38

uk38u
ssin d38de

−id4,

n32 = − i
k38

uk38u
ssin d38de

−id3, n52 = scosd58de
id5,

n53 = i
uk58u
k58

* ssin d58de
id5, n61 = scosd58de

−id6,

n64 = − i
k58

uk58u
ssin d58de

−id6, n71 = − i
k58

uk58u
ssin d58de

−id5.

Here d1= ls,isk1+nss,idkd, d j = ls,isk j +nss,idk cosuss,idd for j
=3, 4, 5, 6 andd j8= uk j8uls,i for j =1, 3, 5, wherenss,id denotes
the weak-field refractive index of the sublayer anduss,id the
propagation angle ofE3 in the sublayer. For the linear layer,
we takexs3d=0 andM =1. Therefore, the electric-field am-
plitudesE1, E2, E1

* , andE2
* at the output facez=L and the

input facez=0 of the superlattice are related by the transfer
matrix U=pl=0

NsM+1duss,id. The amplitudesE3, E4, E3
* , E4

* ,
E5, E6, E5

* , andE6
* at z=L andz=0 are related by the transfer

matrix V=pl=0
NsM+1dnss,id, from which we obtain the output am-

plitude E4s0d=fsV28V83−V23V88d / sV22V88−V28V82dgE3
*s0d. It

is clear that the waveE4 is phase conjugate to the signal
waveE3.

Now we solve above equations numerically using an it-
erative procedure described in Refs.[9,14]. For calculations,
we use a model superlattice withN unit cells(i.e., N nonlin-
ear layers andN linear layers), n0=1, n=2, andl1= l2= l. For
third-order nonlinear susceptibility we takes6pvl /ncdxs3d

=−10−3. In the linear case, i.e.,xs3d=0, the dispersion rela-
tion gives a first band gap fromv=0.1338632pc/ l to v
=0.1959132pc/ l for a normal incident light. The transmis-
sion spectrum of the light propagating normally through the
model superlattice gives the transmission resonance(TR) at
v1=0.1320432pc/ l near the lower band edge for the super-
lattice with N=15 unit cells and the TR atv2=0.13339
32pc/ l for N=30 unit cells.

As is known, thexs3d nonlinearity has both the effect of
shifting TR position or forming gap soliton[5–9] and the
effect of creating PC waveE4 [13]. Thus, in order to make
the operating frequency inside the superlattice at the TR state
(i.e., the band edge state or the gap soliton state), we should
choose the frequencyv of the interacting waves slightly
larger thanv1 for N=15 unit cells and thanv2 for N=30 unit
cells. First, we consider the case ofN=15 unit cells and
choosev=0.132232pc/ l. In Fig. 2 we show a typical result
of output PC intensity,uE4s0du2, as a function of input pump
amplitudeuE1s0d u = uE2sLdu (curvea), wherea10;uE1s0du and
a40;uE4s0du. To compare with the result in homogeneous
media, in Fig. 2, we also show the PC intensity versusa10 in
a homogeneous medium of the samexs3d and lengthL=30l
(curved). It is interesting to see that the efficiency of the PC

FIG. 2. a40
2 /a10

2 versusa10 in the superlattice ofN=15 unit cells.
a30=0.2 and u0=2°. Curve a: uE1s0d u = uE2sLd u =a10; curve
b: uE1s0d u =a10 and uE2sLd u =0; curve c: uE1s0d u =0 and uE2sLd u
=a10. Curve d is for a40

2 /a10
2 versusa10 in a homogeneousxs3d

medium of lengthL=30l.
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generation in enhanced by more than 4 orders of magnitude
compared to that in the homogeneous medium. There exists
an optimal value of the input pump amplitudea10 at which
the PC generation is highest. This optimal value corresponds
to the situation when the pump wave, signal wave and PC
wave are approximately operating at their TR states, i.e., the
shifted band-edge state. At the band-edge state, all the fields
are localized inside the sample, thus providing the maximum
energy exchange between the interacting waves.

Similar to the transmission behavior of a single wave
through a nonlinear photonic crystal[5,9–11], as the operat-
ing frequency moves away from TR state to the band gap,
the hysteresis loop of the PC intensity versus the input am-
plitudea10 occurs. For example, in Fig. 3(a) we show a typi-
cal result of the output PC intensity as a function ofa10 for
v=0.133532pc/ l in the model superlattice ofN=30 unit
cells. Due to the increased numbers of the nonlinear layers
the efficiency of the PC generation is higher than that ofN
=15 unit cells. We further verified that when the frequency
moves into the band gap, the maximum efficiency of PC
generation occurs via the excitation of gap soliton[5]. A
typical result is shown in Fig. 3(b), where v=0.1339
32pc/ l.

Because of the presence of multiple reflections in a super-
lattice, we expect that the PC wave can still be generated
with only one pump beam. To verify this assertion, we take
uE1s0d u =a10 and uE2sLd=0u. Curveb in Fig. 2 (dotted curve)
shows a typical result whenN=15. Curvec is for uE1s0d u

=0 anduE2sLdu=a10, which shows the nearly same result as
curveb. It is interesting to see that even with one-sided illu-
mination the efficiency of PC generation is still much higher
(more than 3 orders of magnitude larger) compared to that in
a homogeneous medium.

We can also make use of the localized property of a defect
state to enhance the efficiency of PC generation. For this
purpose, we replace the middle nonlinear layer of the super-
lattice ofN=9 unit cells with the nonlinear layer of width 2l,
which produces a defect frequency atvd=0.151932pc/ l.
We choose the operating frequency asv=0.152232pc/ l.
The result ofa40

2 /a10
2 versusuE1s0d u = uE2sLd u =a10 is shown

by a dotted line in Fig. 4. If the frequencyv moves further
away fromvd we can obtain the hysteresis loop of the PC
intensity versusa10, with a result for v=0.152532pc/ l
shown by solid line in Fig. 4. This is similar to the hysteresis
behavior found in transmission due to defect state[12].

The laser power required to achieve the optimal fields
found in Figs. 2–4 can be quite small. For the operating
frequency of v=0.1332pc/ l used here, the relation
s6pvl /ncdxs3d=−10−3 givesxs3d>−1.3310−4 esu[15] if the
units of field are chosen as statvolt/cm. Thus the optimal
field of a10<0.1–0.3 corresponds to a laser power of
1.2–10.5 W/cm2. Since the sample thickness discussed in
this work is of the order ofmm for optical waves, our work
presents a way towards high-efficiency, low-power, micro-
sized optical devices for signal processing.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that by utilizing the
strong field localization at the band-edge state, defect state,
or single-frequency gap soliton[5] in nonlinear superlattices,
the efficiency of PC generation in degenerate four-wave mix-
ing can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude. The
principle demonstrated here can actually be extended to
other xs3d-related nonlinear effects, such as nondegenerate
two-beam coupling[16] and nondegenerate four-wave mix-
ing [17]. In these cases, the simultaneous field localizations
at different frequencies can be achieved through the forma-
tion of multifrequencygap solitons[14].

FIG. 3. a40
2 /a10

2 (solid curves) anda40
2 /a30

2 (dotted curves) versus
a10 in the superlattice ofN=30 unit cells withu0=2° anduE1s0d u
= uE2sLd u =a10. The PC intensity follows the curveA→B→C→D
when increasinga10 and follows the curveD→E→B→A when
decreasing a10. (a) v=0.133532pc/ l and a30=0.12. (b) v
=0.133932pc/ l anda30=0.15.

FIG. 4. a40
2 /a10

2 versusa10 in the superlattice ofN=9 unit cells
with a defect forv=0.152232pc/ l (dotted curve) andv=0.1525
32pc/ l (solid curve). a30=0.2 andu0=2°.
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